Turn It Again: Composting and Recycling

Lesson: Turn It Again: Composting and Recycling

Date: July 1

Materials: Worm bin, newspaper, compost bucket, old t-shirts, fabric markers, sewing
scissors, tarp with compost on it.
Books: Joseph Had a Little Overcoat, Tikkun Olam Ted
Core Jewish Concepts: Tikkun olam--making the world better, bal taschit--not wasting
resources
Core Nature Concepts: Worms and bacteria turn food waste into soil to grow new plants.
Recycling reduces trash and uses fewer resources, which keeps the earth clean.
Pre-Session Notes: Tell families to bring old t-shirts
20 min.

Exploration Station: Observing worms.

20 min.

Opening Circle: Tikkun Olam Ted
Song: Poop makes soil
Squiggling like worms, etc.
Tikkun olam--making the world better, bal taschit--not wasting resources

30 min.

Activity A: Feeding and turning over the
compost.
Tearing up newspaper for the worm bin.

20 min.

Closing Circle & Snack:
Joseph Had a Little Overcoat
Song: I had a little overcoat
Tikkun olam--making the world better, bal taschit--not wasting resources

Reflection Notes:

Active Exploration: What’s in the
compost? Explore four stages on a
tarp

Activity B: Recycled T-shirt tote bags

Exploration Station
What do you notice?
How does it feel?
How does it move?
What’s inside of it?
“Worm” in Hebrew:

( תּוֹלָ עto-LAH)

Did you know... All worms make eggs and sperm. The eggs are stored in
the clitellum. After the eggs have been fertilized, the worm wiggles
backward to get the clitellum off over it's head. The clitellum forms a
cocoon for 10-30 baby worms. Worms reproduce every 7-10 days.

Feed the Worms!
Worms need two things:
Carbon (from yucky food that people don’t
want)
Nitrogen (from trees and leaves)

Can you feed the worms?
1) Dig a hole.
2) Put in a scoop of yucky compost. This is the
carbon.
3) Cover it up. (This keeps it from smelling
bad.)
4) Tear up a piece of newspaper into thin
strips. (Newspaper is made from trees!)
5) Put the newspaper on top. This is the
nitrogen.

Make a Recycled T-Shirt Bag

1) Cut off the sleeves.

2) Cut off the neck in a half circle shape. Now you have handles.

3) Cut three-inch slits along the bottom of the t-shirt. Cut through
both layers at the same time.
4) Choose whether you want fringes at the bottom. If you don’t
want fringes, turn the shirt inside out.

5) Tie the top and bottom strips together with two knots. Keep
knotting across the entire row. (Young kids can pull the strips
tight!)
6) Decorate!
7) Use your new bag instead of plastic bags when
you go shopping!

Pictoral instructions from http://www.instructables.com/id/No-Sew-10-Minute-T-Shirt-Tote/

Song Sheet: Turn it Again

Shalom Everybody
Shalom everybody, we’re so glad to see you.
Shalom to _____, we’re so glad to see you.
My Roots Go Down
Chorus:
My roots go down, down into the earth (3x)
My roots go down
I am a pine tree growing tall and strong [or other plants and actions] (3x)
My roots go down.
Poop Makes Soil
Poop makes soil
Poop, poop makes soil
Poop makes soil
And then the soil makes wheat!

And then the wheat makes pasta
Wheat, wheat makes pasta
Wheat makes pasta
And pasta makes you poop!

I Had a Little Overcoat (trans. From Yiddish folk song “Hob Ikh Mir a Mantl”)
I had a little overcoat, much to old to sew / Tralala lalalala lalala
What I'd ever do with it, I just didn’t know / Tralala...
So I thought, what could I do?
And made myself a jacket that was almost new / Tralala...
Made myself a jacket that was almost new
2. I had a little jacket/ … Made myself a vest
3. I had a little vest / … Made myself a tie
4. tie / button
5. button / nothing
6. nothing / song
Shalom chaverim
Shalom chaverim, shalom chaverim, shalom, shalom!
Lehitraot, lehitraot, shalom, shalom!
(Peace, friends. See you again!)

Taking the Garden with You

Today’s exploration, Turn It Again, introduced the concepts of tikkun olam, making the
world better, and bal taschit, not wasting resources. We learned about composting our
food, explored worms, and made old t-shirts into new bags.
To extend your family’s learning in the coming weeks you could:
-

Read one of the many books about tikkun olam and recycling from PJLibrary.
Visit https://pjlibrary.org/recycling for other fun songs and ideas.

-

Start a compost bin at home with instructions from the internet. Many parts of
Philly have also have private compost collection.

-

In the PJ Library book we read, Joseph Had a Little Overcoat, Joseph turned his
coat into a jacket, his jacket into a vest, and so on. What old things can you turn
into something new? (The internet has so many great ideas!)

-

Act out being worms. What do you eat? Where do you live? What does your
poop turn into?

-

Tikkun olam means fixing the problems that people have created on our earth.
How can you help take care of your neighborhood? This might involve picking up
trash (with gloves!), making signs to remind people to keep their dogs out of
flower beds, recycling to keep the earth clean, or getting involved with a
community garden.

-

When something gets moldy in your fridge, look at it together before throwing it
away (or composting it!) How is it changing? What will it turn into?

-

Bal taschit means taking care of what you have and not wasting. Look around
your house for old toys and clothes that you can give to younger friends.

-

Look for something to do? Visit your recycling bin and use the boxes, bottles, and
papers to build cities, houses, and vehicles for stuffed animals.

-

The next time you see a worm or fungus, take a moment to express gratitude.
How do they provide for us? How can we provide for them? What a wonderful
world we live in!

